
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Judge Robert E. Blackburn

Civil Action No. 15–cv–00839–REB–KMT

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND, on behalf of their members and    
themselves,
COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION, on behalf of their members and    
themselves, 
KEVAN SCOTT,
YOLANDA THOMPSON,
DISHON SPEARS,
HEATHER ALBRIGHT,
MARK CADIGAN, and
JESSICA FORDYCE, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

v.

PETSMART, INC.,

Defendant.

ORDER SUSTAINING OBJECTIONS TO AND REJECTING IN PART
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

Blackburn, J.

The matters before me are (1) Recommendation of United States Magistrate

Judge [#66],1 filed August 5, 2016; and (2) Plaintiffs’ Objections to the United States

Magistrate Report and Recommendation Re: Defendant’s Partial Motion To

Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint as Moot [#68], filed August 19, 2016.  With

respect to the majority of plaintiffs’ claims challenged by the underlying partial motion to

dismiss which is the subject of the recommendation, the magistrate judge recommends

1  “[#66]” is an example of the convention I use to identify the docket number assigned to a
specific paper by the court’s case management and electronic case filing system (CM/ECF).  I use this
convention throughout this order. 
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denying defendant’s motion.  Not only do I concur with her analysis in this regard, but

no party has objected to those aspects of the recommendation.  I therefore will approve

and adopt that portion of the recommendation.  

However, I respectfully reject the recommendation to dismiss as moot plaintiffs’

claims for injunctive relief based on non-tactile Point of Sale devices that prohibit entry

of a PIN or other private payment information in defendant’s retail stores.  Although

defendant has replaced the non-ADA-compliant devices, given the advances in

technology that might be anticipated to occur in the future and the fact that defendant

has not acknowledged an obligation to ongoing ADA compliance, the record is

insufficient at this early juncture to state definitively that these changes are so

permanent in nature as to foreclose a reasonable possibility of a future recurrence of

the alleged violation.  The court anticipates the issue will be clearer on a fuller record, at

which point defendant may reurge its arguments, if their merit is borne out by the

evidence.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED as follows:

1.  That the Recommendation of United States Magistrate Judge [#66], filed

August 5, 2016, respectfully is rejected insofar as it recommends granting defendant’s

motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ claims for injunctive relief based on non-tactile Point of Sale

devices that prohibit entry of a PIN or other private payment information in defendant’s

retail stores;

2.  That in all other respects, the Recommendation of United States

Magistrate Judge [#66], filed August 5, 2016, is approved and adopted as an order of

2
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this court;

3.  That the objections stated in Plaintiffs’ Objections to the United States

Magistrate Report and Recommendation Re: Defendant’s Partial Motion To

Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint as Moot [#68], filed August 19, 2016, are

sustained; and

4.  That Defendant’s Partial Motion To Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Amended

Complaint as Moot and Memorandum of Law [#54], filed November 5, 2015, is

denied.

Dated September 12, 2016, at Denver, Colorado.

BY THE COURT:
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